
Tempo, Carnaby and Corolla



Tempo, Carnaby  
and Corolla
James Hare, Britain’s leading silk specialist, 
are launching three exquisite fabric 
collections strengthening its evolution into 
alternative qualities.

A palette of vivid catwalk colours offer a flair 
of excitement against elegant neutrals. The 
fabrics are perfect for curtains, upholstery, 
blinds, lampshades, cushions, wallcoverings 
and other decorative detailing.



Tempo
Taking inspiration from movement and dance, Tempo is a melodic collection of embroidered designs equally at home in traditional 
and contemporary surroundings.

Pavanne
Easy living embroidery
This elegant pattern is inspired by the 
16th century ‘Peacock Dance’. The soft 
curves of the ogee and the splay of the 
feathered motifs on embroidered linen 
makes this a timeless look.  

3 colourways.



Rumba Stripe
Traditional stripe with a contemporary twist
An embroidered stripe with graduated tones on a silk base creating a regular 
staccato of subtle colour. Rumba Stripe has a beautiful sheen and subtle texture.

4 colourways.



Flamenco
Spectacular embroidered linen
An exciting embroidered fabric 
reminiscent of the fluid movement of a 
flamenco dancer’s skirts. Full of life and 
vitality, this sophisticated design will 
always be front of stage. 

On a natural linen/cotton base, the 
colours reflect the hues and shades of 
the Andalusian landscape. 

4 colourways.



Swing
Subtle, sophisticated design
A calm, peaceful embroidery which flows 
with a gentle movement. The tonal design 
will create tranquility in any environment.  

4 colourways.



Corolla
Nature-inspired pattern
This textural semi-plain fabric is inspired by the spiral and whorl of chrysanthemum petals. Suitable for upholstery 
and drapery, Corolla is available in a kaleidoscope of colours that coordinate with all three collections.  

15 colourways.



Carnaby Velvet
Named after the iconic London street that 
has never lost its reputation as a fashionable 
hotspot, this velvet fabric collection reflects 
the changing times and influences the 
famous road has seen. 

Carnaby Velvet
The perfect partner to silk
A beautiful silk-mix velvet, this sumptuous fabric is offered in a timeless colour palette ranging from subtle hues of grey and pearl to 
vibrant shades of hot pink, turquoise and orange. Super soft, yet with a rub test of 35,000 it is hardwearing enough to be used for 
severe domestic/general contract upholstery. 

16 colourways.

Cascade
Sculptured cut velvet
A contemporary textured geometric that flows and ripples as colour graduates in subtle tones. Available in a range of colours that sit 
harmoniously with the new Carnaby Velvet. 

5 colourways.
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